Lesson 06 Repairing Walls

**PowerPoint**

We serve others by showing kindness & compassion.

FTWTF means:
- Find
- The
- Word
- That
- Fits

**Power Text**

“And if you spend yourselves in behalf of the hungry & satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then your light will rise in the darkness, & your night will become like the noonday”

Isaiah 58:10

---

**Across**

2. While the sun climbed higher, they talked about Isaiah's words. "The verses in this passage tell us how God wants us to treat others, son. 'Loose the _____ of injustice,' 'set the oppressed free,' share your food, shelter, & clothing".

4. Father announced at breakfast, "There's a fairly good-sized place where the stones have been knocked loose, & I want to get it repaired before ____".

5. "Everyone who lives within God's wall of protection is saved. God wants us to love Him with all our _____ & our neighbors as ourselves."

6. Before long they had a new pile of rocks & long _____ from the thorn bushes beside the broken wall. Pulling at a loose rock, Father said, "This reminds me of what the prophet Isaiah referred to when he spoke of Jesus. He called Jesus the 'Repairer of Broken Walls' " (Isaiah 58:12).

9. Father smiled. "Look at this wall. What do we have it here for?" "It's to keep the _____ safe," Shaphan answered without having to think.

10. FTFW - Power Text

11. FTFW - PowerPoint

12. FTFW - Title

---

**Down**

1. Father added as he lifted another heavy rock into place, "we can help people by sharing our faith in Jesus, & by making sure we treat them kindly & with compassion. Nothing we do should make life hard or _____ for others."

3. [Friday's lesson] Read Isaiah 58:6-12. _____ practical kindness by doing extra chores to help get ready for Sabbath.

4. [Monday's lesson] Read Isaiah 58:6, 7. Think of modern day equivalents for the different ways of _____ listed in these verses.

7. "Oh, you mean with my sister?" Shaphan hung his head a little. "Exactly," Father said. Shaphan didn't say anything, but his smile clearly said that he was ready to be a true _____.

8. "Well, the Scriptures also mention things such as not mistreating others, falsely _____ them, or saying cruel things. Do you think maybe you might have some repairing still to do before sundown?" Father asked Shaphan.